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occurs durng galvanizing, producing thicker coatlngs,
though at the expense of a rougher surface and poorer
appearance.

Application of this method of ach eving thicker coatings is

generally limited by practcal and economic considerations.
Where increased service life or reduced maintenance s

required the use of dupiex galvaniz ng-pius-paint systems is

a preferable alternatrve, as discussed on page 65,

Composition of steel

Both silicon and phosphorous contents can have major
effects on the structure, appearance and properties of
galvanized coatings. ln extreme cases, coatings can be
excessively thick, brittle and easily damaged,

Silicon. As shown ln the graph below, certain levels of
silicon content wil result in excessively thick galvanized
coatings. These very thick coatings result from the increased
reactivlty of the steel with molten zinc, and rap d growth of
zinc-iron alloy layers on the steel surface. The graph shows
that excessive growth in coating thickness takes p ace on
steels with silicon contents in the range O,04 to 0.14%.
Growth rates are less for steeis conta ning between 0, 15 and
0,22% silicon, and lncrease with increasing silicon levels
above 4.22o/a.

Effect of silicon content of steels on galvanized
coating mass and appearance

galvaniz ng artic es too long for the available bath by immers-
rng one end of the work at a time, as described on page 33.

Mechanical properties of
galvanized steels
The gavanizrng process has no effect on the mechanical
properties of the structural stee s commonly ga vanized,

Strength and ductility
The mechan cal properties of l9 structura steels from major
ndustrial areas of the world were investigated before and
after galvanizing n a major 4-year research prolect by the
BNF ttletals Technology Centre, UK, under the sponsorship
of lnternat onal Lead Z nc Research Organisation. lncluded
were steels to Australran Standard 151 I grade A
specificatlon, and British Standard 4360 series steels.

The published BNF report 'Galvanizing of structural steels
and their weldments' \LZ7O, 1975, concludes that '... the
galvan zing process has no effect on the tensile, bend or
mpact properties of any of the structural stee s investigated
when these are galvanlzed in the "as manufactured"
condit on, Nor do even the highest strength versions exhibit
hydrogen embrittlement follow ng a typica pretreatment n

nhibited HCI or HrSOr.

'Changes in mechanical propertres attributable to the
galvanizing process were detected on y when the steel had
been cold worked prior to galvanizing, but then only certain
properties were affected. Thus the tensile strength, proof
strenqth and tensile elonqation of cold rolled steel were
unaflected, except that the tensile elongation of 40% cold
rolled steel tended to be increased by galvanizlng. 1-t bends
n many of the steels were embrlttled by galvanizing, but
galvanized 2-I and 3-t bends in aLl steels could be completely
straightened without cracking.'

Embrittlement
For steei to be n an embrittled condition after galvan zing is
rare, The occurrence of embrittlement depends on a
combination of factors. Under certain conditions, some
stee s can lose the r ductlle propertles and become
embritt ed. Several types of embrittlement may occur but of
these only strain-age embrittlement is aggravated by
galvanizlng and sim ar processes. The fol owing information
is given as gu dance in crit cal applications.

Susceptibility to strain-age embrittlement. Strain-age
embrittlement is caused by cold working of certain steels,
ma nly low carbon, followed by ageing at temperatures less
than 600'C, or by warm working stee s below 600"C,

All structural steels may become embrittled to some extent.
The extent of embrittlement depends on the amount of
strain, time at ageing temperature, and steel composition,
partlculariy nitrogen content. Elements that are known to tie
up nitrogen in the form of nitrldes are useful in limiting the
effects of strain ageing. These elements include alumin um,
vanadium, titanrum, niobium, and boron.

Cold working such as punching of ho es, shearing and
bending before galvanizing may lead to embritt ement of
susceptible steels. Steels in thicknesses less than 3 mm are
unlikely to be sign ficantly affected.

Hydrogen embrittlement. Hydrogen can be absorbed into
steel during acid p ck ng but is expelled rapidly at gaLvanizing

temperatures and is not a prob em with components free
from nternal stresses, CertaLn steels which have been cold
worked and/or stressed during pickling can be affected by
hydrogen embrittlement to the extent that cracking may
occur before galvanlzing,
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Phosphorous. The presence of phosphorous above a
threshold level of approximately 0,05% produces a marked
increase in reactivity of steel with molten zrnc, and rapid
coating growth. When present n comb nat on with silicon,
phosphorous can have a d sproportionate effect, produclng
excessively thick galvan zed coatings.

Suitability of silicon/phosphorous steels for
galvanizing. As a guide to the suitability of silicon and
phosphorous containing steels for galvanizlng, the following
critena should be applied:

%si<004%
and
%Si+(2.5x%P)<0.09%
Galvanized coatings on silicon steels are usually dull grey or
patchy grey in colour with a rough finish, and may be brittie,
Coating service llfe 1s proportionaL to the increased thickness
and is unaffected by appearance, provided the coating s
sound and continuous, ln general, the thlckness, adherence
and appearance of gavanized coatings on silicon and
phosphorous steels are outs de the control the galvanLzer.
(See also 'Dul grey coatings', page 42.)

Double dipping or galvanizing a second time will not
increase the thickness of a galvanized coating for reasons
discussed under "Coating thickness" page 13, and may
adversely af'ect coat 19 appea'arce,

The terms 'double dipping and 'double-end dipping' are
sometimes confused, Double-end dipping is a method of
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